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Summer Internship
Credit Fees Removed
By Tess Morgan
News Editor

As of this semester, the
University has updated its policy
on charging students seeking credit
for summer internships and will no
longer require a fee for the .25 credit, or what the University calls the
Quarter Credit.
The decision to charge students
$700 for credit for a summer internship was only in effect for two years,
implemented in 2012. Students
seeking credit for fall or spring internships were never charged, and
students on financial aid had the
summer internship fee waived by the
University.
In order to receive credit for an
internship, students would enroll in

the course CSPL 493. Students can
apply for credit for either an unpaid
or paid summer internship. The
University Career Center website
explains the necessity of the CSPL
course:
“To guard against the use of
interns as a source of free labor and
the possibility that unpaid internships might be substituted for entrylevel jobs, the U.S. Department of
Labor in 2010 issued a set of rules
under the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1947,” reads the website. “These
rules indicate that interns should
derive benefits from unpaid internships similar to those they would receive in an educational setting.”
University President Michael
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Women’s Hockey
Secures Fifth Seed
By Michael Sheldon
Staff Writer

The women’s hockey team had
already accomplished quite a bit this
season: just three quarters of the way
through the season, it had skated its
way to a playoff spot for the first time
in a decade. Now the Cardinals have
achieved history. Their play down the
stretch helped them to lock up the fifth
seed in the conference tournament,
which is a better seed than any previous Wesleyan women’s hockey team
has ever secured before.
Wesleyan concluded its regular
season play with two weekend matchups against Trinity, a NESCAC rival
that was tied with Wesleyan in the
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Italian flautist Sara Bondi and Spanish pianist David Revuelta performed at “The Sound of Nostalgia”
last Thursday night at the Memorial Chapel.

Creating “The Sound of Nostalgia”

standings heading into the series. The
teams first faced off on Friday, Feb. 21.
Captain
Glenn
HartmanMattson ’14 opened the scoring in
the game, notching her third goal of
the year less than 12 minutes into the
game. However, Wesleyan wouldn’t
have long to enjoy its 1-0 lead. The
Bantams came back with a fury, scoring
twice within the following six minutes.
By the end of the first period, the score
was 2-1 Trinity.
From there, the breakneck pace at
which the game opened began to stall.
Both teams shored up their defenses,
and there was no scoring for either
side through the entire second period.
HOCKEY, page 12

Vagina, Shmagina

Classical Music Concert Graces Memorial Chapel
By Noah Mertz
Assistant Photo Editor

This
past
Thursday,
Wesleyan’s
Department
of
Romance
Languages
and
Literatures sponsored an international concert titled “The
Sound of Nostalgia.” The lofty
Memorial Chapel reverberated
with conversations in the many
languages of the international
crowd, all awaiting renowned
Italian flautist Sara Bondi and
Spanish pianist David Revuelta,
who have been collaborating
and performing all over the
world together for two years
now, from Carnegie Hall to the
Svirél Competition in Slovenia.
Both are well-educated and ac-

complished in their respective fields,
having studied at conservatories and
performed in solo concerts and competitions.
The two took the stage, but
instead of jumping right into the
music, Bondi took a place at the
podium to introduce the theme of
the concert. She began with an explanation of the term “nostalgia”: an
amalgamation of the Greek nóstos,
meaning homecoming, and álgos,
meaning pain. Bondi then introduced a quote from Cesare Pavese,
one of the most celebrated Italian
authors of the 20th century, which
read, “It’s not easy to settle down.”
This was the first of many quotes
from Pavese and other Italian luminaries that Bondi and Revuelta wove
into their concert, not only provid-

ing explanations for why they chose
the pieces they played, but also placing them in the context of the time
and the theme underlying the whole
concert.
On Friday morning, Sara and
David were happy to sit down to
discuss their history as a duo, their
conception and hopes for this concert, and what brought them to
Wesleyan.
The Argus: You have been playing
together for two years now. How did
you meet?
Sara Bondi: We met in a music
academy [in Madrid] where we both
worked and, actually, it started because he accompanied my pupils
ROMANCE, page 5

Model Behavior: WesMUN
Debates, Simulates
By Haenah Kwon
Contributing Writer
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“The Shmagina Dialogues” featured student performances in
the WestCo lounge. For more on the event, see pages 4 and 6.

Winter Playground

Recess house grants winter housing
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At a single Model United Nations
conference, participants will witness
assassinations, marriages, and even
abductions. Just to be prepared, the
University’s chapter of Model United
Nations (MUN) preps for these occasions, as well as for more traditional
political events, in advance.
For instance, on Saturday, Feb.
22, the members of Wesleyan Model
United Nations (WesMUN) gathered
in 41 Wyllys to debate the Treaty of
Versailles. During the debate, each student in the group represented a leader
of a country involved with the historic
peace settlement.
MUN refers more broadly to the
variety of annual conferences for high
school and college students that simulate those held by the actual intergovernmental organization. WesMUN,

Word Up!
Try your hand at our crossword

led by Co-Presidents Saahil Bhargava ’16
and Sadichchha Adhikari ’16, not only
practices within the student group, but also
competes at these conferences with other
college MUN groups.
During a MUN conference, each
school’s team splits up to participate in
various committees, sending members as
delegates to tackle predetermined topics.
Committees can range from the Union
of European Football Associations to
the League of Arab States, and from the
International Atomic Energy Association
to a rehashing of the 1945 Yalta and
Potsdam Conferences.
Within a committee, delegates take
part in both moderated and unmoderated
caucuses. During a moderated caucus, the
delegates remain seated while they wait for
the chair (a supervisor who leads the committee and controls the parliamentary process) to call on them if they wish to speak.
Unmoderated caucuses, on the other hand,
give delegates the opportunity to move
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around and interact with other delegates
without interruption.
MUN conferences can take the form
of General Assembly, which is modeled
after real UN committees, or a crisis simulation. College conferences focus more on
crisis simulation, which takes a more creative approach by presenting students with
fictional crises to debate.
“Crisis simulation models allow you
to interact with people from outside the
committees or give orders like strategic
assassinations, setting up spy networks, or
crafting a new trade treaty with a foreign
nation,” Bhargava said.
WesMUN holds an hour-long debate once or twice every week to practice
for intercollegiate competitions. As of now,
these debates occur Saturdays at 41 Wyllys.
According to group members, these practices are crucial in developing and polishing critical thinking and public speaking
WESMUN, page 7

Sushi Light, Sushi Bright
Moonlight Sushi outshines Osaka
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Internship: Credit Fee Abolished
Continued from front page

Roth commented on the reasoning behind students’ need for credit for summer
work.
“I should say that I’m not a big
believer in internships because I think
people should be paid for their work…
but I understand why businesses do them
and a lot of students think they are really
great,” Roth said. “I understand that students need to get some sort of credit for
insurance reasons and for the companies,
but then they have to pay for the credit
[even though] many of them don’t want
the credit. So it’s a vicious circle and some
schools make a lot of money this way.”
Roth explained why the University
has required students to pay for the summer credit in the past.
“The reason we charged [students] at
all was if you start saying, ‘You can take
credits for free,’ who would pay?” Roth
asked. “And we are in a situation where,
like it or not, the majority of our expenses
at the University, those expenses are paid
for with tuition funds. So it seems like it
could be a slippery slope.”
Mateusz Burgunder ’15 described
his experience applying for credit for his
internship over the summer of 2013.
“The experience was minimal,”
Burgunder wrote in an email to The Argus.
“The registration was smoothly executed
by the Career Center, but there were forms
to be filled out…. I paid the fee [and] I
wrote a short report…on my experience,
which took a comfortable hour. I got 0.25
credits, which I don’t need.”
Marissa Schnitman ’14 also paid for

credit for her internship during the summer of 2013, though she found the credit
unnecessary.
“I...paid $700 for an internship last
summer that I didn’t want credit for,”
Schnitman said. “It wasn’t going to help me
towards graduation but my intern supervisor needed me to get credit.”
Roth explained the logic behind the
University’s change in policy.
“It did seem to be, on the face of
it, unfair,” Roth said. “We’re not actually
teaching [the credit]. So if you want to take
a tutorial with [a professor] during the semester then it’s free, but if you want to take
a course with [a professor] in the summer
you have to pay, because someone has to
pay [the professor to teach], it’s only fair.
But with the internships there is no [professor to pay], it’s Comedy Central, or
Goldman Sachs, or Teach for America.”
Some students saw their summer internships as worth the price of the fee.
“Overall, the ‘real’ loss is the price
paid for the fee, and obviously, I would
prefer keeping the $700,” Burgunder
wrote. “That said, the best thing that could
have happened to me was the internship
experience, and I am incredibly grateful for
all the opportunities that came with the internship too. Is the experience worth $700?
Absolutely. Could it have been done without? Maybe, but I might not be familiar
with all organizational details that allowed
this internship to exist.”
Despite some students’ willingness
to pay the fee, Roth sees merit in waiving
the fee for all students, in order to make
the summer credit more accessible for all
students.

C/O WESLEYAN.EDU

The University no longer requires students to pay a fee for summer
internship credit.

“It seemed to add insult to injury
to ask [students] to pay,” Roth said. “…I
asked for a policy change that would create
a narrow path to be able to get the credit
you need for the internship but then not
have to then pay for the credit that you
didn’t really want to get in the first place.”
Alexandria Williams ’15 had the fee
for her summer internship waived by the
University. She described her experience
applying for credit.
“My summer internship involved
working with a non-profit that could not
afford to pay me,” Williams wrote in an
email to The Argus. “As [a] student that
is already saddled with the cost of paying
for tuition, books and traveling expenses,

taking [an] unpaid summer internship was
definitely not the best financial decision.
Being able to get credit for my internship
and having the cost of receiving credit for
it waived made my internship both personally and educationally enriching.”
The transition away from charging
students for credit was welcomed by most
students and praised as a development that
could allow more students to receive credit
for their summer work.
“Waiving internship credit fees across
the board has the potential to incentivize capable and creative students to take
on internships at non profit companies,”
Williams wrote. “This new policy change
is a wonderful social benefit.”

Wes Ranks High in Peace Corps Volunteers
By Millie Dent
News Editor

The University ranked number 14
this year among all small colleges and universities sending graduates to the Peace
Corps, making the list for the first time
since 2011. In Connecticut, the University
ranked number one. A total of 242 alumni
have volunteered since the Peace Corps’ establishment in 1961, and 14 are currently
serving worldwide.
Peace Corps Public Affairs Specialist
Elizabeth Chamberlain discussed why she
thought the organization is such a prevalent path for University students.
“I think [Wesleyan] is a very good
school for Peace Corps,” Chamberlain said.
“We look for students with particular skill
sets that are useful and also students that
are interested in making a difference overseas, and that seems to work out very well
at your school.... Wesleyan students are
considered to be interested in international
relationships and...global service.”
Associate Director for Jobs
and Internships Jim Kubat echoed
Chamberlain’s sentiment, citing an intrinsic core value in University students for
volunteerism.
“I think it’s in the genes of a Wesleyan
student,” Kubat said. “It’s a way of thinking, and it’s the Wesleyan desire to make
the world a better place, to do their part,
to be involved with the fight for social justice, to help those that are disadvantaged.
I think that is so much part of the warp
and woof of Wesleyan, and I think the
Peace Corps is a tailor-made program for
a student that has that in them. It’s in their
heart. So I think…it’s a cultural way of
thinking on campus, in my opinion.”
Baker Woods ’09, who served with
the Peace Corps in Paraguay, said that
while the University did not have a direct
influence on his decision, the ranking is
not surprising.
“Wesleyan is the kind of place that
definitely fosters Peace Corps-type values,
and thus it comes as no shock to me at
all that Wesleyan has been so successful
in sending people to the Peace Corps,”
Woods wrote in an email to The Argus.

Sherry Sybertz ’10 spoke to the
unique opportunities the University offers
that allow students to volunteer worldwide.
“I’ve always wanted to work abroad,
even before I came to Wesleyan,” Sybertz
wrote in an email to The Argus. “One of
the reasons I chose to study at Wesleyan
over other schools was because at Wesleyan,
I could study Arabic. I had a wonderful
experience studying Arabic at Wesleyan
and decided I wanted to use those skills
abroad.“
Luke Davenport ’00 agreed, discussing how after he spent a semester abroad in
Zimbabwe, he was surprised how easily he
was able to maintain his interest in Africa
and later join the Peace Corps.
“I spent the remaining year and a half
at Wesleyan absorbing and participating in
everything to do with Africa that I could,”
Davenport wrote in an email to The Argus.
“Wesleyan had a surprising amount to offer in that regard, and I took advantage of
it. I participated with the African Students
Association and got to know a number of
the African students on campus, helping to
organize a panel on economic development
on the continent. I took classes in African
history and West African music.”
Kubat said that while the University
does not show preference to the Peace
Corps over other volunteer opportunities,
he sees it as a terrific option for students
to consider.
“When I was on the counseling side
and when I was running the Careers for
the Common Good program, I would really promote the Peace Corps,” Kubat said.
“The Career Center is very much in favor
of service, not just the Peace Corps, but for
me they’re the gold standard in recruiters.
We really want the Peace Corps to come
here and I have always encouraged students
to at least look at it.”
Chamberlain discussed the skills and
experience the Peace Corps looks for in recruits.
“Our biggest areas of need are health,
education, agriculture, and environment,”
Chamberlain said. “We always need volunteers who have those skill sets, and that
doesn’t mean you have to be a nurse or a
teacher. That could mean that you speak a

foreign language, it could mean that you’ve
done tutoring with English as a second language. A lot of the recent college graduates
that we have of course don’t have professional experience, but they do have the
grades and they have volunteer experience.
And that’s very useful.”
Woods spoke about the trait he
found most important while serving.
“The number one quality that someone needs to be successful in the Peace
Corps is flexibility,” Woods wrote. “Every
day your norms, expectations, and goals
will be challenged, and great flexibility is
required to be able to adjust to these challenges and do the best job possible. The
second quality would be perseverance—
things can and will go wrong and you need
to be able to be okay with failure, learn
from your mistakes, and find ways to learn
from every situation to be an effective volunteer.”
Kubat emphasized the rigorous process of becoming a volunteer.
“You initiate contact with the Peace
Corps, that’s one application, and they
contact you, and then there’s another step
and another step,” Kubat said. “It’s a huge
commitment and they really want people
who have all of the qualities that help

someone be a success…. You never always
know where you’re going; it’s a fairly short
time frame from the time you get the call
until you might have to go. So you have
to be ready. That is something that characterizes the whole Peace Corps application
process.”
Sybertz agreed about the rigors of
volunteering, adding that her time at the
University helped prepare her.
“Wesleyan promotes liberal arts
learning and applying that learning to reallife situations,” Sybertz wrote. “As a CSS
major, I had no idea that I would graduate
and end up living in a 4,000 person village
with limited amenities! However, the diligence and patience that I learned in CSS
helped me design lesson plans and create
a schedule for learning Moroccan Arabic.”
Kubat spoke positively about the
characteristics he finds in University students that allow them to be the type of
people the Peace Corps would like to hire.
“Wesleyan students strike me as
the kind of people who can do without,”
Kubat said. “They’re willing to give up, to
sacrifice; they’re willing to pitch in; they’re
willing to adopt a lifestyle that might not
be the most comfortable of lifestyles, but
they’re willing to do it for other people.”

C/O BAKER WOODS

Baker Woods ’09 is one of many recent Wesleyan graduates who
have gone on to serve in the Peace Corps.
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Office of Residential Life Announces New Recess House
By Courtney Laermer
Staff Writer

The Office of Residential Life has
recently introduced Recess House, a new
program house available to all students.
Beginning this semester, students will be
able to apply to live in the house for the
Fall of 2014. The house will occupy 202
Washington Street in the space that is currently occupied by Writing House.
The website for the Office of
Residential Life (Reslife) describes the purpose of the house.
“Recess House is our new community
based living option and is for students who
know they will need housing for winter
break,” the Reslife website reads. “While
this is guaranteed break housing, members
of the house will be expected to attend programs and other sponsored events to build
a community.”
Earlier this year, the University made

the decision to move Writing House to
156 High Street next fall to create a writing hub.
Recess House will be open to sophomore, junior, and senior residents. All
program houses have their own mission
statement with respective activities. Due
to the wide variety of program-oriented
housing, students are given the opportunity to become involved in a specific area
of interest within their living arrangements.
Assistant Director of Residential
Life Stacey Phelps described the need for
a living space like Recess House on campus.
“We received feedback this past
winter break from students who could
not go home over winter break for family
or financial reasons,” Phelps said. “They
asked us to designate space that would be
open for the entire winter break. When
the space opened on 202 Washington

Street, we thought it would be a great
place to create this new community-based
living option that was based on student
feedback.”
Similar to other community-based
living houses, students living in Recess
House will be required to attend programs and sponsored events relevant to
the theme of the house. The community
advisors and residents will determine the
type of programs that take place.
“We do not want this community to
be just about housing over winter break,”
Phelps said. “We want them to come
together like our other [communitybased living houses] such as Quiet Floor,
Substance Free [Floor], and single-sex
floors.”
Phelps also explained the benefits of
this new housing option.
“We will be happy to receive any applications, as this house will really provide
a service to our students that need to be

here over break, including our large international student population,” Phelps said.
“We received six applications, and five of
the applications were complete.”
Phelps added that because this is the
first year that this new living arrangement
will be presented, the Office of Residential
Life expects a smaller number of student
applications.
Students will be able to apply to
Recess House during the open bid periods.
Aimee Wilkerson ’17 commented
on the advantages of the new living arrangement.
“Although [Recess House] does not
affect me because I live on the East Coast,
I think it is a great idea, especially for
the international students at Wesleyan,”
Wilkerson said. “These students probably find it hard getting home during the
breaks and this is a great opportunity for
them to have a definitive place to stay during those times.”

Angus Kan ’17, an international student from Hong Kong, explained that he
did not go back to Hong Kong this past
winter break. Instead, he stayed with a
family member in the United States because it was easier than going home.
“I know a friend who stayed on campus during winter break,” Kan said. “His
staple was macaroni and cheese. I’m surprised he survived. Having a Recess House
on campus with dining and other necessary services is definitely a great idea.”
Vaan Taepaisitphongse ’17, an international student from Thailand, added
that she is considering applying to Recess
House. She, too, finds many advantages to
this housing option.
“I think it’s a great way for students
to make friends that they share interests
with,” Taepaisitphongse said. “Also...living
with people that they can connect with
might provide them with support and
comfort.”

Feet to the Fire to Extend Throughout School Year
By Millie Dent and Mary Chalino
News Editor and Contributing Writer

Feet to the Fire, an initiative focused
on bringing awareness to environmental
issues through art, is shifting its involvement so that events occur not only during orientation, but also throughout the
school year. The group hopes to thereby
bring more student involvement into the
program.
Program Manager at the Center
for the Arts (CFA) Erinn Roos-Brown
described Feet to the Fire’s evolution to
a focus on global environmental issues
through the arts.
“All activists, artists, and educators
at Wesleyan and in the Middletown community should feel free to come to F2F
[Feet to the Fire] meetings (held twice a
semester) with their ideas, however big or
small,” Roos-Brown wrote in an email to
The Argus. “F2F will function as a sounding board for ideas and as a meeting place
for like-minded individuals and groups to
connect with one another and collaborate

on ventures.”
Rebecca Wilton ’15, a Feet to the
Fire student intern, explained the vast
number of changes and goals the group
has made in an effort to include more
students, rather than have the committee
mainly made up of faculty.
“[Feet to the Fire] decided to move
towards a more student-run, interactive
model of small, creative, engaging projects that are not necessarily professors
giving a talk on how ‘environment relates to the arts,’ but [instead], maybe for
a week, we can have a bench outside of
Usdan and on the ends are buckets with
the weight of one person’s daily waste,”
Wilton said. “We want to give support
to the students who have creative ideas
but don’t necessarily know how to make
them happen, and so we will help to do
that.”
After this year’s Common Moment
during orientation, put on by Feet to the
Fire, several students expressed their discomfort with the content of the event.
The event centered around a choreog-

raphy group from New York City called
Doug Varone and Dancers. A few students took issue with Varone’s introduction to the event, including some who
were members of groups that helped facilitate the event, such as WesDEF.
“I do remember being sort of uncomfortable,” said WesDEF member
Haley Weaver ’14. “He sort of implied
that people of color...had already achieved
equality and that some day gay people
would do the same thing in the same
way.... I think that there could have been
better ways to do [the event].”
Wilton discussed how the University
has decided not to focus on Feet to the
Fire during next year’s orientation, instead
focusing more on inclusion due to the issues with last year’s program.
“All this stuff last year happened with
the racism controversy and the University
decided to switch the focus of First Year
Matters and orientation to diversity and
inclusivity, and that kind of thing, and
no longer focus on Feet to the Fire every
year,” Wilton said. “Now we have Feet to

the Fire every other year.”
Roos-Brown was clear that the
change in direction of Feet to the Fire
would not affect orientation activities.
“Orientation is an academic program organized by Academic Affairs and
in the past F2F’s theme has been shared
with this program,” Roos-Brown wrote.
“In the 2014 New Student Orientation,
the theme will again be about environmental awareness and will consist of readings, lectures and the Common Moment
as it has in past years. F2F will continue
orientation’s efforts throughout the year
by supporting creative, interactive projects that are organized by members of our
campus and Middletown community.”
Wilton described her role within
Feet to the Fire as part of the new initiative to be more open to students.
“This internship is new this semester because I’m going to be the liaison between the faculty and all the students that
want to do projects,” Wilton said.
Roos-Brown discussed plans to
spread the initiative on campus.

“Some ideas that have been discussed in recent meetings have been in
preparation for Earth Month (April) and
focus on encouraging students to reduce
food waste in the dining halls and increase
composting,” Roos-Brown wrote. “F2F
will spearhead the creation of a number of
informal and interactive projects that allow participants to engage with issues and
brainstorm solutions both in April and
throughout the next academic year.”
Wilton also mentioned the CFA’s
support of students participating in acts
of environmental awareness.
“The CFA has always been supportive of any artistic endeavor that has to do
with the environment,” Wilton said. “The
CFA recognizes that that is an important
thing to a lot of people on campus so they
kind of want to harness that. Art can be
visual things, and it can be a much more
powerful way to raise awareness than
showing a PowerPoint about fracking.”
Additional reporting by News Editor Tess
Morgan.
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Angel Olsen
Redefines Timeless

C/O STEREOGUM.COM

Angel Olsen keeps a steady success on her second album, Burn
Your Fire for No Witness

By Gabrielle Bruney
Staff Writer

To me, the word “timeless” has
always sounded like an insult. For one
thing, it’s just an impossible adjective.
How could anything be extracted from
its aesthetic context and deemed appropriate for every era? It’s a silly conceit. Nothing’s timeless. Does it sound
stripped down and gritty? Definitely
punk influenced. Synth heavy? ’80s
new wave snuck its way in there. And
what we do call timeless often seems to
be, well, boring. It’s a bad kind of retro,
refusing to commit to making any emphatic musical statements in exchange
for half-heartedness.
But Missouri native Angel Olsen’s
Burn Your Fire for No Witness is making me rethink my disdain for the word.
It’s so often the explosions that attract
attention. The new face, the new sound,
or the crazy backstory; while none of
these alone can make an indie album
a hit, they certainly help. Angel Olsen
isn’t exploding. She’s no wunderkind at
27, and has already built an admirable
rock résumé. Olsen has one solo album,
2012’s Half Way Home, under her belt,
as well as an extensive work history with

the likes of Bonnie “Prince” Billy and
Wilco. Her sound isn’t particularly innovative: introspective, lo-fi, and folky,
something like Chelsea Wolfe meets
Vashti Bunyan, with a dash of Nico.
Then what singles out Burn Your
Fire for No Witness for the critical
praise that’s been heaped on it? Well,
the songs. She’s perfected songwriting
in the pop-folk model: melodic, satisfyingly structured, and honestly emotional
without veering into the self-indulgent.
Classic, guitar-driven tunes are clearly
Olsen’s comfort zone, but she wears a
lot of hats within her range. On “High
& Wild” and “Iota,” she channels 60’s
chanteuses like Francoise Hardy, and,
quoting Hank Williams, sings “I feel so
lonesome I could cry” as she breaks into
a foot-stomping, alt-country “Hi-Five.”
She taps Liz Phair on the grungy and energetic “Forgiven/Forgotten.”
Olsen’s band supports her on most
of the tracks, though the arrangements
tend toward the sparse. Still, when it’s
just Olsen and her guitar, the effect is
startlingly intimate, almost confessional.
On “Enemy,” she sings, “Am I the ugly
one?/It’s easy to see past all the kindness
that you’ve offered me/it doesn’t last.”
It’s a pleasant enough song, but it’s moments like these when the wheels start
to come off. It’s a sweet bit of ear candy,
unremarkable and easily palatable to any
folk lover. Perhaps it’s the bad kind of
timeless. The Album closer, “Windows,”
saves the album’s second half, starting as
an echo and building to a thunderous,
multi-layered roar.
It’s a solid, staid, and satisfying effort. Olsen is no phenomenon, more
likely to attract polite applause than
deafening cheers. But this has one huge
upside: she’s unlikely to burn out or disappear. This is a mature release from an
accomplished artist. It’s not terribly exciting. But Burn Your Fire for No Witness
evokes emotions that are far less fleeting
than excitement. It’s, well, timeless.

48 Hour Band Project Turns
Panic Into Art
By Sharifa Lookman
Contributing Writer

There is a “Calvin & Hobbes”
strip where Calvin sits in a sandbox and Hobbes approaches asking, “Do you have an idea for your
project yet?” Calvin looks up with
an expression only a disgruntled
six-year-old can possess and says,
“No. I’m waiting for inspiration.
You can’t just turn on creativity
like a faucet. You have to be in the
right mood.” “What mood is that?”
Hobbes asks, to which Calvin responds, “Last-minute panic.”
Mix excitement, adrenaline,
and perhaps a touch of last minute
panic, and you’ve got the 48 Hour
Band Project, a derivative of the 48
Hour Magazine. It celebrated its
inaugural performance on Sunday,
Feb. 23rd at Eclectic.
This project consisted of 20
students who volunteered to be randomly paired into bands that would
perform both a cover and original
song in a final show. The catch: they
only had two days.
Cloie Logan ’17, a vocalist in participating group Gender
Equality, described the process.
“I was invited to the Facebook
group a few months ago and filled
out a short survey,” Logan said.
“They just sent out a preliminary
email last Sunday about the whole
thing. We got our bands Friday at
noon.”
Participants were allotted four
hours of practice time in studio
spaces, though they were free to
practice outside if they had the appropriate equipment.
Despite the compact timeline,
Logan noted that it wasn’t particularly stressful, but rather quite fun.
“You just have to muscle down
and do it,” Logan said.

And so they did, and quite successfully.
The culminating concert opened
with Two Moms, a high-energy quartet
that began the night with enthusiastic
vocals and many laughs. Wools Fool
followed them with a Bob Dylan cover
that was both soulful and playful. The
bands introduced a diversity of musical genres and artistic approaches to the
designated theme: maps. Some groups
focused on the lyrics while others preferred to do the talking with their instruments alone.
Riordan Abrams ’17, an attendee,
came to the performance because three
of his friends were participants.
“I liked all of the bands,” Abrams
said. “I really liked the ‘I’d Map That’
band. That was really funny.”
He was referring to a comical, if
not mildly offensive, original by the
group Arschkartograph that “mapped
out” the female body. Interpretations
of the theme varied by band, with some
following this wacky route and others
pursuing a more nostalgic path.
The audience was rather modest
in number at the beginning, but as
the show progressed the room became
populated, hot, and sticky: the ideal
conditions for any jam. The nature of
the project invited technical difficulties, about which the performers joked
and the audience laughed—nothing
says support more than a laughing
crowd. Except perhaps dancing and
singing along, all of which were present
Sunday afternoon.
Ben Zucker ’15, the drummer of
participating group 1 Direction (superior to their namesake, I promise),
described the process as collaborative.
“We all did it together,” Zucker
said. “There were no assigned duties or
anything. That would have done away
with the spontaneity.”
The spontaneity also came in
the incredibly short time frame. Ford

Fellow and developer of the project
Piers Gelly ’13 found the crunch essential for the project’s creative spirit.
“I think that, unless you have
a show to work for, often it’s hard to
motivate yourself,” Gelly said. “If
you don’t have the end in mind, your
thinking is different. You make bolder
choices.”
Logan, who had never played in
a band before, saw it as a chance to experiment.
“I had a lot of fun,” Logan said.
“It was my first time in a band. I didn’t
ever imagine that it would be with
three strangers.”
Zucker shared the excitement for
the spontaneity of the project. For him
it was a chance to let go.
“Normally in any kind of situation I feel like I want to control a lot of
the process, but here everyone is really
laid back,” Zucker said. “It was just a
chance for a really no frills, no stress approach. It was mostly just play.”
Logan also described it as being
fun and lighthearted.
“You have to know that it’s definitely not going to be perfect,” Logan
said. “Everybody’s going to make mistakes, and that sort of takes a bit of the
anxiety away.”
Gelly eloquently channeled Calvin
from “Calvin and Hobbes,” noting the
importance of time constraints in order
to birth forced creativity.
“It gives you a little bit of a fertile
panic,” Gelly said. “You don’t know
how it’s going to work, so you just go
for it.”
So, for those students who
shirked on homework this weekend to
dance and sing in an impromptu performance, I applaud you. You have a
weekend of crazy memories to remember and a wild performance as proof.
For audience members and performers
alike, there really wasn’t a better way to
fight the Sunday blues.

“The Shmagina Dialogues” Brings Fresh Takes on
Gender, Sexuality, and Eve Ensler to WestCo Lounge
By William Donnelly
Staff Writer

From the moment I walked into
the WestCo lounge on Wednesday,
Feb. 19, it was clear that “The
Shmagina Dialogues” would be unlike any other theater experience at
Wesleyan. An anthology show of student-created performances, this was
its first ever production. The space
was decorated with bizarre, seemingly unrelated images, and though
I had arrived only 10 minutes before
the performance was meant to begin,
members of the cast were still walking in. When Emily Sannini ’14,
the show’s MC, walked onstage, she
read off a script. The whole thing felt
very haphazard and low-key, completely unlike productions put on by
the University’s student-run theater
company, Second Stage. I was worried that the show would be different
in a bad way.
Yet this low-key vibe was an
intended aspect of “The Shmagina
Dialogues.” As organizers Olivia
May ’14 and Emma MacLean ’14
explained, the show was not even
originally meant to go up in an “official” space.
“We figured we would just go
up in a living room, and then it occurred to us that there was enough

interest that we could get an actual
space, so we went to WestCo guidance,” May said.
Additionally, May and MacLean
opted to forego funding from Second
Stage, as they felt they did not need a
budget—the main reason one would
turn to Second Stage—and were interested in creating a different, more
inclusive, and more relaxed outlet for
theater at the University.
“The organizing intention
for this show was to create a space
that would give an opportunity to
people who are not ordinarily feeling welcome in the theater scene at
Wesleyan,” May said.
MacLean added that they wanted to avoid conventional means such
as those offered by Second Stage.
“We wanted to create a space,
and we figured that if we created that
space, people would fill it with interesting things,” she said.
Though several cast members
read directly from scripts, the lack of
Second Stage funding and the informality of the show’s production did
not ultimately hurt its quality and
the variety of its content was certainly
not limited. The performances varied
from passionate monologues to dialogue-less performance pieces involving paint and partial nudity. Where
some of the performances directly

commented on Eve Ensler’s “The
Vagina Monologues,” after which the
production was mockingly named
(and which was performed the week
before in the ’92 Theater), others did
not. Each performance was unique,
and each performer brought hir own
distinct voice to the production. This
variety, too, was intentional.
“[‘The Shmagina Dialogues’]
is…a space for people to respond
to ‘The Vagina Monologues,’” May
said. “It’s also a space for people to do
any kind of performance that has to
do with their bodies or anything like
that, in whatever way they want, with
total artistic freedom and no direction and no casting process.”
As May and MacLean had
planned, individuals from different
areas of the University community,
many of whom had never been involved in a Wesleyan theater production, were attracted to helping create
and star in the project.
“I really haven’t done theater at
Wesleyan,” said Haley Weaver ’14. “I
did musicals when I was a kid, but
since college I haven’t really done any
theater. And it’s kind of the sort of
thing where I kept meaning to do it
but then also found the process of auditioning and all of that intimidating
and also time consuming. And so this
was a really cool way to do something

I’m really interested in and invested
in...with very little time commitment
and not being that intimidated because I didn’t have to do shit.”
The performances were powerful and complex, even with the show’s
predominately inexperienced cast.
Newcomer to theater Ashe Kilbourne
’14, for example, performed one of
the most compelling monologues in
the entire production. Her monologue, “ABCs,” addressed the complexities of being a trans* woman
and the difficulty trans* women have
when trying to enter into women’s
spaces.
“I think [the intention behind
my performance was] to mock ‘The
Vagina Monologues,’ specifically
from a transfeminine perspective,
critiquing its body essentialism,
the attempts at creating assimilable
transfeminine narratives,” Kilbourne
explained. “Just the general exclusion
of the idea of the vagina as destiny—
anatomy as destiny.”
Yet not every member of the cast
was a theater newbie. Willa Beckman
’15 has performed in a number of
Second Stage productions and even
acted in “The Vagina Monologues”
during her freshman and sophomore
years. However, her feelings on “The
Vagina Monologues,” like those of
many members of “The Shmagina

Dialogues” cast, are mixed.
“There’s something about being with a lot of women in a project
about femininity or sexuality or vaginas, and that’s just very conducive to
lots of open conversations about very
personal experiences and feelings, and
you get really close to people, and it’s
just very, very, very girl power-y, but
in kind of a great way,” Beckman explained. “[But] also, I have a lot of
problems with Eve Ensler and think
that ‘The Vagina Monologues’ generally give a very one-dimensional
or have a very one-dimensional perspective on female sexuality, and [I]
definitely think that’s a big problem.”
Over the course of the show, performers pointed out a number of issues with “The Vagina Monologues,”
ranging from its narrow focus on
women’s vaginas to even questioning
what the definition of “vagina” is. As
Jackie Soro ’14 concluded towards
the end of her monologue, “The
Vagina Monologues,” while groundbreaking at one point—and having
inspired and empowered a number
of women over the years—has now
become outdated. Perhaps “The
Shmagina Dialogues,” with its variety of nuanced, enthralling performances and depictions of sexuality, is
the very challenger that “The Vagina
Monologues” needs.
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Romance: Musical Duo Creates
“The Sound of Nostalgia”
chamber music hall, but in the big
symphonic hall, and I was sitting
there watching a concert thinking, “I want to play here,” and then
when it came, that we really could
go there, it was like, “Whoa, dream
come true!” It was fun.
DR: It’s like everyone in the world
knows Carnegie Hall. There is a
famous sentence, I don’t know if
a cab driver said it or Rubenstein,
but someone, I think a man in New
York, called for a taxi and asked,
“Could you tell me, how can I get to
Carnegie Hall?” and [the taxi driver]
said, “Practicing a lot, my friend,”
and he drove away.

By Lillian Holman and Andreas Streuli
Film Board Representatives

I have to be honest: I’m slightly terrified of this week at the film series.
It is not because of the heavy content of the final film in the Israeli film
festival, “Six Million and One,” or the moral questions brought up in the
Oscar-nominated “12 Years a Slave.” It is not even because of the title of
“Bring Me the Head of Alfredo Garcia.” I am excited for those. No, I’m
terrified because the face of Large Marge has terrified me since I was a child.
She was not what Gloria Swanson meant when she declared that “We had
faces!” I guess you’ll just have to see what I mean. I dare you.
PEE WEE’S BIG ADVENTURE
1985. USA. Dir: Tim Burton. With Paul
Reubens, Elizabeth Daily. 90 min.
WEDNESDAY, February 26. 8 p.m., $5.
Someday, we all hope to find the person
worth crossing the country for. For Pee Wee
Herman, it was not a person, but a shiny
red bike. You may be shocked by this, but
this comes from the wonderfully twisted
mind of Tim Burton. There is something
gleefully wonderful about unleashing the
man from his playhouse and seeing how the
“real” world treats him, and how he in turn
changes the lives of the people he meets. Just
remember, though, you don’t want to get
mixed up with a guy like him. He’s a loner, Dottie. He’s a rebel. And you’ll
never want to hitchhike ever again.
SIX MILLION AND ONE
2011. Israel. Dir: David Fisher.
Documentary. 93 min.
THURSDAY, February 27. 8 p.m.,
FREE.
How do you face exploring one of the
darkest moments of humanity’s history, let
alone do so through the eyes of your father
who lived it? David Fisher’s stunning documentary chronicles his journey through
his father’s memoir about living through
the Holocaust. The horrors depicted were
tempting for his family to forget, but
Fisher uses this project to unpack them,
to face his father’s demons, and to use it
to create a bond with his siblings that is
stronger than ever. Just as he asked his family not forget, Fisher asks us not
to forget while striving for, some sort of hopeful understanding. We are
incredibly lucky that we have David Fisher himself coming to speak about
the film. It is a perfect way to cap off the Ring Family Israeli Film Festival.
12 YEARS A SLAVE
2013. USA/UK. Dir: Steve McQueen.
With Chiwetel Ejiofor. 134 min.
FRIDAY, February 28. 8 p.m. $5.
Missed the chance to see one of this
year’s worthiest Oscar contenders in theaters? Don’t fret; you will have another
chance to see it this Friday in our very
own Goldsmith Cinema. Though taking a
gruesome trip back to antebellum America
may not be the most uplifting start to your
Friday night, do try to make it a priority
to see this. It is spellbinding from start to
finish, a timely reminder that all previous
cinematic representations of slavery didn’t
even scratch the surface of the intrinsic
horrors the subject matter truthfully demands. New York Times film critic
A.O. Scott listed it as one of the films that need(ed) to be seen in theaters,
precisely because this is a shared part of American history that deserves
to be experienced and reflected upon in a communal setting. There’s no
dressing it up, but it’s an urgently significant film in more ways than one.
BRING ME THE HEAD OF ALFREDO
GARCIA
1974. USA/Mexico. Dir: Sam Peckinpah.
With Warren Oates. 112 min.
SATURDAY, February 29. 8 p.m. FREE.
“Bring Me the Head” was considered
by Peckinpah himself to be the only film of
his that was truly his own, produced during a bout of intense alcoholism for the legendary and controversial director. The film
shocked ’70s audiences and critics alike,
and its irrationally violent subject matter
was derided as “grotesque,” “sadistic,” and
“obscene,” but over the years has gone on
to be lauded by many as a masterpiece. A
Mexican businessman places the bounty on
the head of the man who knocked up his beloved daughter. Retired U.S.
Army officer Bennie (Warren Oates) takes up the job. As he cruises across
the vast Mexican countryside with his prostitute girlfriend, a number of
deadly encounters ensue in the nihilistic hunt for the eponymous figure in
what promises to be the most bizarrely fun way to kick off your Saturday
night.

NOAH MERTZ/ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

Italian flautist Sara Bondi and Spanish pianist David Revuelta
perform at “The Sound of Nostalgia,” a concert sponsored
by the Romance Languages and Literatures Department on
Thursday night.

Continued from front page
and we started talking about what
we were doing as concert[s] and we
both participated in competitions
and things like that so we thought it
could be a good idea to start working together and see what happens.
A: How did you come up with the
idea for this concert centered around
immigration?
SB: [Adjunct Instructor in Italian]
Daniela [Viale] asked us to create a
program that had something to do
with Italian culture. It was difficult
at the beginning to find a central
theme that could be like a thread
between the pieces, and then when
I read the sentence by Pavese, the
first one, something clicked, and
it was like, if I can find composers
that have emigrated and see if they
have said something about that or
that has changed something in their
lives, then that would be a good
program, and [after] reading some
books, things came together by
[themselves].
A: How long have you been playing
this concert together?
SB: We started rehearsing in
September, but the first concert was
in December.
David Revuelta: We have more repertoire, like French music. Well, it’s
because the repertoire usually, for a
flute and piano duo, is very important from the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th
century because earlier, of course
you have repertoire, but it’s not as
good as the ways the composers
did [later], and it’s very important
for example, French music with
Impressionism, a great development.
This is nice, one of my favorites.
SB: Before [the repertoire for the
current concert], we were concentrating on preparing repertoire for
competitions because we tried to get
known somehow or to get concerts,
so the first thing we did was participate in competitions and so the
program was centered on preparing
that. Then, after Daniela asked us,
we started rehearsing [the current
concert program]. It takes a lot of
effort to build a whole program. It’s
not just that you decide the pieces
and start playing.
DR: Of course you can, but for example there’s a difference [between]
a little performance for four or five
persons and a concert. This is the
reason why all classical musicians
play all works for a long time. We
like to tell, “Ah yes, I’ve only been
playing this piece for the last three
weeks or one month,” it’s totally a
lie. Usually, we have a higher responsibility when we have new works.

We are always playing for sometimes
three years.
A: So is this the time to experiment
with new works without the pressures of competition?
SB: Well, it has pressure anyway
because, you know, this concert has
been scheduled since February of
last year, so you know the people are
expecting a product and so you want
to be at your best. You have jet lag,
you have a changing climate.
DR: And have a difficult piano!
SB: And so you always have a little
bit of pressure, but that makes it
more exciting, somehow.
DR: Yes, I am starting to be too old
for this!
A: But you guys are just getting
started!
DR: But it’s true, I love this kind of
tension, because competitions usually are almost anti-musical, because
you want to be each part perfect at
the same time without mistakes,
perfect from all points of view. Every
time you make a mistake, you think,
“I’m going to be eliminated now,”
only for a note.
A: So concerts are a different kind
of pressure.
SB: I think in concerts, you can focus more on the music. You can focus more on the emotion, on the atmosphere of the piece, and of course
you have to think about being the
best you can, but the best you can is
not always technically perfect; sometimes it’s emotionally perfect.
A: This is true, and what I loved was
the emotion that you brought to the
concert, and what facilitated that
was the confluence of the readings
and the music. How did you come
up with that idea?
[Both sit back and laugh]
SB: It was, how can you explain
the thoughts by creating a program
if you don’t explain it? So since
Daniela asked for something that
was linked to Italian culture and literature, the first thing was finding
the text by Pavese and then, through
that, we created the text, and it just
came [together] somehow.
A: I understand you played a concert
at Carnegie Hall in October of 2012.
What was that experience like?
DR: Well, I felt as if I were playing,
because I played soccer in the third
division in the Czech Republic, like
I was playing in the stadium of Real
Madrid, so I said, “Today is a good
moment, so I must play 100 percent,
no doubts, no fear, self-confidence,
and the goal.”
SB: It was funny because just two
years before, I was there, not in the

A: And it was at the concert at
Carnegie Hall that you were invited to come play at Wesleyan by
Daniela?
SB: Yes. Actually, Daniela and I
went to school together, to high
school and to university, and then
when I knew we had won this competition and got to play there, I told
her she had to come and listen to us,
and I think the last time she had listened to me playing the flute I was
18, so it was really a long time ago.
And so afterwards, we went to have
lunch together and she said it would
be amazing if we could come play at
the university.
A: What do you hope the audience
gleans from this show?
SB: It’s not perhaps the emigration
thing in itself, it’s mostly a thing
that I have felt myself. I moved
from Italy to Austria to study and
then from Austria to Spain afterwards, and I always have the feeling,
when you leave a country where you
have lived, either your own or another where you have put your roots
somehow, you get the chance to
have another homeland, but at the
same time you miss things from your
home, and you don’t notice that
things are changing you. It’s a little
bit the things I was telling [the audience] at the beginning of the presentation yesterday. The real danger
of traveling is that you get changed
somehow, and then you can go back
physically, but you not always can
go back emotionally because you are
different. When I am in Spain, I always feel I am very Italian, and when
I am in Italy, I notice that somehow
I am not so Italian anymore. And so
I think for me this was the most important emotional part of the idea of
this program. It’s necessary to travel
somehow to grow and to learn and
to experience, but you have to pay a
price for that, and this is what nostalgia is for me.
DR: For me, it is very important, as
the world is becoming smaller and
smaller, we are discovering that we
have differences, but usually they
are differences that don’t separate
us. Am I different from a Japanese
person, sure, but then finally we
have the same things because we are
human. And now I feel a nostalgia
about this, and maybe music can
remind us the humanistic reason
of life, maybe the most important
thing, because finally, this is the
art. Why do we have art? The art
always reminds us what we are. It’s
only this. Even sometimes with bad
things. For example, if you go to a
concentration camp to know what
we are able to do, as humans. Even
with this, and painting, architecture, theater, opera, dancing, music, I’m going to put soccer on the
list. Soccer is very important too; it
brings people together. The feeling
is always to create bridges between
two teams, two cities, two nationalities, or two continents.
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WEEKEND IN REVIEW
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Top Right, Middle Right, and Center
Students performed “The Shmagina
Dialogues” in the WestCo Lounge.
Top Left, Middle Left, and Bottom
Right: The men’s hockey team hopes
its offensive outburst will be enough
to top Trinity in the postseason.
Below, the women’s hockey team
secured the fifth seed and will take
on Bowdoin in the NESCAC tournament.
Bottom Left: Flautist Sara Bondi and
pianist David Revuelta performed
“The Sound of Nostalgia” in the
Memorial Chapel.
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WesCeleb: JANA HEATON
By Sonya Levine
Staff Writer

Jana Heaton ’14 is a film studies major, an active member of the
improv comedy group Desperate
Measures, a proud participant in
WesBurlesque, and a generally
funny and irreverent person. The
Argus sat down to talk with Heaton
about acts of debauchery and her
Photoshop-worthy face.
The Argus: Why do you think
you’re a WesCeleb?
Jana Heaton: I’m a WesCeleb because I’m in an improv group, I do
Burlesque, and I’ve probably made
out with someone you know. I’m a
serial monogamist, is what I’m trying to say. I do the funny things
and the sexy things, and we throw
a lot of parties because we live on
Fountain, and so people know
you when you live on Fountain.
Also, I worked on a film this summer that got into Sundance, called
“Appropriate Behavior.” We’re trying to bring it to the Film Series in
the spring. I have extensive training
in classical music, and I inspired the
idea for Espwesso, and other things
that aren’t true. I have Horcruxes in
my housemates, some of them, so
in order to destroy me, you’ll have
to destroy them, but I won’t tell you
which ones. I’ve never stolen candy

from Weshop, and I really like coffee.

other people, too, I guess.”

A: What’s the most exciting thing
you’re doing on campus right now?
JH: I’m directing Burlesque this year,
which is super awesome. I’m super
pumped for it, and I also have a 24hour show coming up with my improv
group that I’m super jazzed about. It’s
hilarious for 19 hours, and then weird
for, like, 2 hours, and then out-of-control hilarious for the remaining hours.

A: Are you just a film major, or are you
double majoring?
JH: I am just a film major. I was going
to double with FGSS, and the joke always was that I would make porn after
I graduate, but then I just did film.

A: Have you been involved with
Desperate Measures since freshman
year?
JH: I have. I thought I was auditioning
for a sketch comedy group, but then it
was an improv group, so that’s how I
got involved in improv.
A: How did you get involved in
Burlesque?
JH: Um, I was trying to impress someone. That’s not why I continue to do it,
but that’s how I initially got involved.
A: What else do you do on campus?
JH: I talk really loudly in Espwesso
and probably distract people. I cook
a lot; it’s very exciting. I watch people
walk their dogs from the backyards of
Fountain—it’s also very exciting. I love
my improv group, though. We’re really
silly. We practice a lot, and it’s mostly
for us. Our shows are basically like,
“Oh yeah, we can do this in front of

A: As a film major, are you doing a thesis? Can you tell me about it?
JH: I’m writing a screenplay. I really
wanted to push myself and do something new, so I decided to write about
a college student who goes home for
winter break. That’s really different,
and it’s great because I couldn’t decide
what I wanted my screenplay to be
about. I was in between doing a stonerhigh-school comedy and a stoner-college comedy, and a mother-daughter
conflict, and this way I could combine
all those things into one and do everything I wanted to do. Basically, I just
make fun of everything about college
and everything about being home. It’s
really fun to write. It’s 90 pages of pure
comic gold. It’s somewhere between
“Frances Ha” and “Juno” meets nottalked-about statutory rape. There’s a
lot of vague statutory rape in it.

professors.
A: Is there anything you haven’t done
at Wes that you want to do in your last
semester?
JH: Not too many things that I want
to say for a newspaper. We do have a
bucket list, though. I’ve been waiting
to be a WesCeleb since I was a freshman, so I’m pleased that this is happening now.
A: What are you planning to do after
graduation?
JH: It’s really low-key. I have plans;
we’ll see what happens. It will be unpaid labor, and then hopefully getting
paid in the film industry in New York.
A: Is there anything else you want
to say that you find important about
yourself?

JH: Sometimes people walk up to
me and tell me that they know who
I am and it’s exciting. That’s something that’s very important about
myself. I’m such a WesCeleb that
occasionally people Photoshop pictures of me into other pictures of
other people and then send them to
me over Facebook chat. That’s how
big of a WesCeleb I am. I’m also
very handy. I fixed my back porch
step. I didn’t need to call Physical
Plant or anything; I did it all on my
own. With these hands!
A: Is there any kind of legacy
you want to leave at Wesleyan?
Something you want to be remembered for?
JH: I want to confuse as many
straight girls as possible before I
graduate.

A: Are there any other projects that
you’re working on right now?
JH: My thesis consumes all of my life.
When not working on my thesis, I can
be found in the film building stalking

C/O SONYA LEVINE

WesMUN: Students Think on Their Feet,
Collaborate in Simulated Crisis Situations
Continued from first page

C/O HAENAH KWON

Cooperation is key at Model UN meetings and conferences, where simulated crises occur in real time.

skills.
“MUN is a great tool to develop
your public speaking because you are
always working on it,” said Sam Shillet
’17. “In MUN, you choose when you
want to speak. I know people who are
silent in a committee who just enjoy
writing up stuff, but you are going to get
to the point where you want to speak.”
Most of WesMUN’s major activities happen off campus. The team has
attended conferences held by colleges
in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and
New Haven. Each event usually takes up
the whole weekend, from Thursday or
Friday to Sunday.
Shillet, who did MUN in high
school and joined WesMUN this
year as a freshman, noticed a significant difference between high school
and college conferences. After attending the University of Pennsylvania
Model United Nations Conference
(UPMUNC) as a high school student,
he made his college conference debut at
the same school last November.
“A high school MUN conference is
more competitive, making it a lot more
stressful,” Shillet said. “Everyone is trying to get into college. We have these
people called ‘gavel hunters,’ who try to
impress the chairs by acting very professional, wearing fancy clothing, or having
flowers on their suit. This can be very
annoying to the students who are there
for their interest in international politics
rather than the awards. In college, it is
more about learning.”
Contrary to popular belief, the
topics in MUN are not limited to politics. They often deal with literature
and film, including the Lord of the
Rings and Harry Potter series. During
UPMUNC this past November, Shillet
participated in a crisis committee called
“The Godfather.” The chair represented
Don Corleone, and each person in the

committee took on the role of a different
character in the series.
“We discussed mafia plans and
fought with other mafias,” Shillet explained. “Crisis directors would come in
and shoot someone. A lot of crises would
occur at once, making the conference
very engaging.”
Even when the conferences deal
with real-life issues, MUN can be a fun
and creative experience.
“Sometimes, the delegates have
portfolio powers, like a power to launch
a missile attack to or kidnap another
member from another committee,”
Adhikari said. “In one of the conferences
I went to, we had a British empire and a
Native American colony perform a wedding ceremony. There is a lot of fun to be
had with the role that you are assigned.”
Adhikari said she wishes that more
students were aware of and exposed to
WesMUN. When she tells her friends
about her leadership in WesMUN, she
said she often is asked the question,
“Model UN exists at Wesleyan?”
But WesMUN is alive and active.
The team is currently preparing for two
upcoming conferences in March: the
New York University Model United
Nations in New York City, and the Five
College Model United Nations at Mount
Holyoke College in Massachusetts.
The WesMUN leaders plan for
the group to have an active future. They
hope to join more conferences in the
spring and beyond, and they will be
holding fundraisers to help get the team
to events outside of the New England
area
“We have a small group right now,
and it is very hard to manage all the bureaucratic or financial issues, but we’re
implementing new ideas frequently and
I think it is only a matter of time before we are regularly going to four or
five conferences a semester and winning
awards at those conferences,” Bhargava
said.
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How do you feel about the snow that has
attacked our community this winter?

By Sonya Levine ’17

“I’m transferring to Florida State.”
Emily Hart ’17

“It’s been a blast.”
Daniel Giovanniello ’17

“Do you want to build a snowman?”
Miranda Konar ’17
“Snow is a social construct.”
Catherine Green ’17

“It’s weird to see the grass again.”
Paola Maseda ’17

“It makes me very concerned for our environment, in that I’ve never seen snow
last until the end of February, plus it’s
supposed to snow again later this week!”
Katherine Lu ’15

WesWord: Student Groups
By Matthew Stein ’16

Across
1 Blot
4 Pervert
10 Worst things on one’s driving record
14 P.D. Eastman’s “___ You
My Mother?”
15 Do to do
16 Spooky*
17 Join our group to go nuts
19 Several CBS spin-offs
20 Word with human or
mother
21 Parachute material
23 Map feature
26 Official snack of 17-Across
29 40-Down character called
for one
32 Part of a chord, for short
33 False
34 Assist an assault
35 African antelope
37 Sch. in Midwestern
Manhattan
38 ___ Moines
39 Actors Ray and Larry
41 Superlative suffix
42 The E in BCE

43 King of the Finnish tango
44 Norwegian mathematician
whose work was continued by
H. Weyl
45 Lose your roots?
47 Mischievous lad
49 Ruler of 27-Down
50 Garden inhabitant
51 Bespectacled member of
Mystery, Inc.
53 Performed in a lab
56 A flying insect that doesn’t
quite protect you in a car
crash?
60 Airline to 25-Down
62 Join our group to judge
others
65 Zoroastrians
66 Lacking ethics
67 Swiss river
68 Eye part
69 Club founded by John
Muir
70 Watson’s developer
Down
1 What Stephenie breaks?
2 ____ 51, in Nevada
3 What mother knows?
4 Sit shiva, say

5 Like the worst sidewalks after a big snow
6 Orch. section
7 Short-lived alliance between
Egypt and Syr.
8 Architectural company in
HIMYM
9 Hard to grasp
10 Boil down
11 Join our group to get wet
12 South Korean city
13 ___ admin
18 Patchwork
22 Touches down
24 Blink-182 album “_____
of the State”
25 City first led by Mayor
Meir
27 The Motherland
28 Make impotent
29 Cocky?
30 King of the fairies
31 Join our group to get revenge
33 Before dos
36 Japanese genre
39 Casting assignments
40 Like King Cole
44 Gaze intently
46 Aviator Earhart

48 As defined by three point
52 Uris’ “_____ Pass”
54 “Jabberwocky” start
55 Prefix for conductor or formal
57 _____ B’rith
58 Student center event planners

59 Word after wheat
60 Ostrich relative
61 Restroom, for short
63 British WWII org.
64 Make a mistake
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Parmesan Roasted
Broccoli: Not Your
Average Veggie Side
By Meghan Nayyar
Staff Writer

At every large, communal meal,
there’s always the token vegetable side
dish that, because I am a vegetarian, ends
up constituting my entire meal. The rest
of the diners usually ignore this dish or
politely nibble on a miniscule portion
while devoting most of their attention to
the meatier centerpiece of the event.
For the most part, I find myself
so bored by the fifth bite of whatever
salad or boring steamed vegetable is being served that I just give up on the meal
entirely and fill up with dessert instead.
As great as that sounds, it gets old pretty
much as soon as my pants stop buttoning
and I have to get my cavities filled.
Luckily for me, with a recipe such
as Parmesan roasted broccoli, I have no
complaints about being confined to a
vegetable side dish. This dish is not only
extremely flavorful and healthy, but
it also secretly outshines whatever the
meaty option is, leaving more for the
hungry vegetarians.
Smothered with Parmesan, tossed
with pine nuts, and drizzled with lemon,
this broccoli feast is the ultimate underdog of a huge family dinner. The tang
of the lemon and garlic mixed with the
earthy pine nuts and gooey, salty cheese is
enough flavor for me to be blind to any
other dish on the table, and the slight
crisp of the florets almost makes me
believe I’m munching on heavily-fried
comfort food. Plus, as I know from ex-

perience, it’s easy enough to make in a
kitchen in the Butts.
Parmesan Roasted Broccoli
1. Preheat oven to 425 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. Cut broccoli florets into bite-sized
pieces. You can include the stalks if you
prefer.
3. Place broccoli on a large sheet pan and
drizzle with olive oil.
4. Chop garlic and sprinkle on broccoli,
along with salt and pepper to taste.
5. Roast in oven for about 20 minutes, or
until tips of broccoli are slightly browned
and crisp.
6. Remove broccoli from oven and cover
with Parmesan.
7. Roast for 3-5 minutes, until Parmesan
is melted.
8. Remove broccoli from oven and toss
with lemon juice, pine nuts, and red pepper flakes as desired.

INGREDIENTS
1 HEAD OF BROCCOLI
1 CLOVE OF GARLIC
EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
SALT
BLACK PEPPER
1/4 CUP GRATED PARMESAN
CHEESE
LEMON JUICE
PINE NUTS
RED PEPPER FLAKES
(OPTIONAL)

College Birthdays Take the Cake
By Emma Davis
Assistant Food Editor

As a rule, birthdays away
from home can be very hit-or-miss.
Especially in college, it can be daunting to ask your circle of friends and
acquaintances to step away from their
own lives for a day in order to celebrate
you. Yet if you’re too nervous to ask
for the attention, then you risk feeling
under-appreciated on one of the most
important days of your life.
Instead of enjoying yourself, you
wonder why no one remembered,
or why the gestures of the ones who
did were so minor. At the beginning
of freshman year, the chances of such
disappointment are particularly high.
While you’re still discovering which of
your many orientation besties will become your real BFFs, you may be the
friend whose birthday brings everyone
together, or, more likely, the one whose
day everyone awkwardly forgets.
Fortunately, my first foray into
college birthday traditions was mostly
successful. Since two of my friends
share the same birthday (Nov. 27),
I figured it was time to shower them
both with love without being too overwhelming.
After sneaking two whipped
cream-topped chocolate tarts out of
Usdan, I acquired candles and colored
sprinkles from Weshop to complete
the effect. At this point, however, the
birthday stories of my two friends
diverged. One got horribly, horribly
sick and couldn’t eat a thing, let alone
something as stomach-churning as a
chocolate tart. Since it was just before
Thanksgiving break (and my friend
spent most of the holiday recovering),
that tart sat in my fridge for a week
or so, still bearing the single birthday

candle I had stuck into it. Every time I
opened the fridge, I was reminded of the
old adage, “It’s the thought that counts,”
as I wondered what I would do with the
leftover sprinkles.
Meanwhile, my other friend’s birthday took a much more uplifting turn, and
it even prompted my first fire violation in
Usdan under the most pleasant of circumstances. At a tableful of friends whom I
had called together via text, I ducked underneath my chair and lit the candle on
my friend’s chocolate tart, which proved
quite difficult with the flimsy book of
matches I had brought. Luckily, before the
guest of honor became too concerned and
ruined the surprise—she had accused me
of looking “shifty” as I whispered to each
person to be ready to sing—I popped up
from under the table with the tart and led
the group in a round of “Happy Birthday.”
It was, and remains, one of my sweetest
memories at Wes.
This past Saturday, I met up again
with friends for a birthday occasion, this
time on a mission of much greater culi-

nary sophistication. One intrepid friend
had tracked down the birthday girl’s favorite recipe (crumb cake, made by her
mother) and amassed the ingredients so
that we could bond over a baking party before surprising her with the cake the next
day. Though I have yet to experience this
ritual, I can only imagine how simultaneously heartwarming and embarrassing it
is to be presented with a homemade cake
in Usdan and to blow out the candles in
front of not only your cheering friends,
but also an entire cafeteria of spectators.
Regardless, the cake was a delicious
success, and the hassle of hiding crumb
cake under clothing in a bag was definitely
worth the birthday girl’s reaction.
Now, as I write this, I’m waiting for
midnight to strike to celebrate one half of
yet another double birthday at Wes. Good
friends, red velvet cake with your name in
icing, and plastic plates on which to enjoy
such a delightful confection—what more
could you want out of a birthday in college? Okay, maybe a party, too, but no one
said anything about forgetting that part.

C/O COLLEGEFASHION.NET

College birthdays have lots of opportunity for expressions of affection.

Moonlight Sushi Gains a Glow Cauliflower Salad:
By Erica DeMichiel
Assistant Food Editor

Last semester, half-priced sushi
on Wednesdays at Osaka was my
favorite way to break up a hectic
week. Though lacking in quality,
the promise of raw fish wrapped in
seaweed and rice at bargain prices
had a certain appeal that drew me
back to Main Street week after week.
Following Osaka’s unexpected closure, I wondered what could possibly fill the void of discount sushi.
Luckily, my recent trip to the newly
inaugurated Moonlight Sushi Bar &
Grill made me realize that trading
a few extra dollars in exchange for
fresh, flavorful fish can be a worthwhile culinary investment.
Though the general layout of
Moonlight appeared almost identical to that of its predecessor, the
ambiance could not have been more
changed. The dark and depressing
lighting had been replaced with
tranquil purples, pinks, and blues.
Decorative orchids in an array of
colors were scattered throughout
the dining room, and bamboo curtains sectioned off the hibachi area.
The hostess immediately greeted my party, offering us seats in the
restaurant’s “tatami room.” This
traditional style of Japanese dining typically involves sitting cross
legged on the floor, though the
massive hole under the low table allowed us to cheat a bit for the sake
of comfort.
The menu seemed standard
for a Japanese restaurant, consisting mainly of appetizers, sushi, and
sashimi. The raw weather made
the warm appetizers sound particularly enticing, so I was eager to

try the gyoza soup prepared with
Moonlight’s homemade pork dumplings and flavored broth. The wide
variety of sushi, from vegetarian
maki and temaki rolls to special rolls
to sushi and sashimi entrees, made
decisions especially difficult.
In the end, I settled on two of
the special rolls: the Moonlight Roll
with smoked salmon, cream cheese,
and scallion topped with spicy tuna
and tempura chips; and the Beauty
& Beast Roll with spicy tuna, avocado, and tempura chips topped with
slices of tuna, salmon, and yellowtail. Wanting to get an unadulterated taste of the restaurant’s fish, I
selected two pieces of the white tuna
and salmon sashimi.
Placing our orders felt like a
long process, and it was clear that
the new waitstaff was unfamiliar
with the items on the menu. After
reciting our orders several times,
I was convinced that something
would have to be sent back to the
kitchen.
Fortunately, the appetizers
came out correct, and my steaming
bowl of soup turned out to be very
satisfying. Although the portion
could have been smaller, the chewy
dumplings and the slightly salty
broth needed no further seasoning,
and the sprinkling of scallions gave
the dish a faint but pleasant onion
flavor.
My friend was generous enough
to give me a taste of her seaweed
salad with sesame dressing, which
was neither too oily nor too dry. The
crunch of the briny seaweed and sesame seeds added depth to the otherwise simple dish.
Shortly after we had polished
off our appetizers, the main attrac-

tion arrived. There was some
confusion about whose meal
was whose, and the waiter who
brought the food to our table
could not place a name to any of
the rolls he delivered to us.
Once the mystery had been
solved, I could fully appreciate
the exquisite quality of the food.
The presentation was impressive
for a restaurant under new management, and the freshness of the
sushi was undeniable. The slick,
buttery texture of the fish showed
no signs of toughness, allowing
me to cut a piece of my sashimi
in half with a single chopstick.
Though the sashimi was
excellent, the proportions of my
special rolls were slightly off, and
I found myself wishing for less
cream cheese and more salmon in
the Moonlight Roll, and for less
tuna and more avocado in the
Beauty & Beast Roll.
Despite the lacking service
and a few faults in execution,
Moonlight is off to a promising
start. As staff members acquire
more knowledge and skill, they
certainly have the potential to
make the Moonlight experience
one worth reliving.
In comparison to Mikado
Asian Bistro a few blocks over,
the prices at Moonlight are a
bit more reasonable. The restaurant’s relative proximity to campus is likely to make it a more
attractive option for Wesleyan
students with a craving for sushi.
Even though the establishment is only in its first week
of business, it’s hard to miss
Moonlight Sushi’s emerging
halo.

Making the Most of an
Unfriendly Vegetable
By Jess Zalph
Food Editor

Very few people are passionate fans
of cauliflower, and I really can’t blame
them. Raw and undressed, it only makes
a good snack if you’re in the right mood
for it. Otherwise, cauliflower is hard,
bland, and has the unfortunate tendency
to cut your gums if you try to take too
large a bite.
Accordingly, even if you consider
this recipe to be only mediocre, it will
still qualify as “surpassing your wildest
expectations” for this flavorless, violent
vegetable. However, this recipe is far
from mediocre.
Not only does this grilled cauliflower salad boast an appealing savory
flavor, but it is also the perfect “leftovers”
dish in that it can easily incorporate leftover ingredients from other meals. Extra
garlic or tomatoes? You’ll need them.
Extra onion, vinegar, or herbs? Throw
them in. Don’t have capers? Olives will
do just fine.
The end result is an addictive side
dish that uses cauliflower as a base for
all the flavors that aren’t quite socially
acceptable to eat by themselves...at least
in public. Washing down spoonfuls of
capers with a swig of olive oil sounds
fantastic, but it might lose you some
friends.
Grilled Cauliflower Salad
(Adapted from Ottolenghi: the cookbook)
1. In a small bowl or a food processor,

combine the capers, mustard, garlic,
and vinegar to make the dressing. While
whisking or running the processor, add
1/8 cup of olive oil until the dressing is
creamy.
2. Next, prepare the cauliflower. Let the
florets cook in a pot of boiling, salted
water for three minutes, until they are
still tough but starting to become tender.
Drain and dry the cauliflower, then toss
it with the remaining 1/8 cup of olive oil.
3. If you have a grill pan or an equivalent, grill the cauliflower over very high
heat until it begins to char. If you do not
have a grill, sauté the cauliflower over
high heat until it begins to brown.
4. Toss the cauliflower in the dressing
until it is fully coated. Add the dill, spinach, and tomatoes, and mix well. Season
to taste, and serve warm or chilled.

INGREDIENTS
2 TBSP. CAPERS, CHOPPED
1 TBSP. WHOLE GRAIN MUSTARD
3 CLOVES GARLIC, DICED SMALL
2 TBSP. APPLE CIDER VINEGAR
1/4 CUP OLIVE OIL, PLUS 1 TBSP.
1 SMALL CAULIFLOWER, CHOPPED
INTO SMALL FLORETS
1 TBSP. DILL, CHOPPED
1 1/2 CUPS BABY SPINACH
1 1/2 CUPS CHERRY TOMATOES,
HALVED (APPROX. 20 TOMATOES)
SALT AND PEPPER TO TASTE
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Indoor Track Runs at New
England Division IIIs
By Daniel Kim
Staff Writer

In their first team-scoring meet
this season, the Cardinals competed
at the New England Division III
Championships last weekend, with
the women coming in 10th out of 28
scoring teams and the men tying for
19th out of 25.
The men’s team scored seven points while the host school,
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology (MIT), took first place
at the meet. The Cardinals’ topeight point-scorers were Agbon
Edomwonyi ’16, with four points
from his fifth-place shot put of 48
feet 2 1/4 inches, and the distance
medley relay team consisting of Will
Dudek ’17, Luca Ameri ’15, Sam
Roth ’14, and Evan Bieder ’15, scoring three points with its sixth-place
performance and finishing with a
time of 10:37.33.
The Wes women headed to
Springfield College where they finished in 10th place overall with 24
points, just behind Colby’s 24.5.
The Williams women took home
first place.
For four points, Ellie Martin ’16
closed in fifth place in the 400-meter
race with a time of 59.65 seconds. In
the 800m, Sydney Cogswell ’16 also
came in fifth place, winning four
points and finishing in 2:21.90. The
distance medley relay team, made up
of the four members of the recordbreaking 400-meter team (Martin,
Cogswell, Kimora Brock ’15, and
Aidan Bardos ’17) as well as Libby
Lazare ’14 and Melissa Luning ’15,
earned Wesleyan six points by com-

ing in third place with a finishing
time of 12:55.39, just under the
Williams and Wheaton teams.
Captain Sierra Livious ’14
earned 10 of Wesleyan’s 24 points,
scoring 5 points in both the shot put
and the weight throw. Her shot put
flew 42 feet 9 1/2 inches, just 2 inches shy of the school record that she
set earlier in the season, for fourth
place. Livious’ weight throw performance went 51 feet 5 3/4 inches, securing another fourth place finish for
the veteran.
“The meet itself went pretty
well, especially because it was a team
meet,” Livious said. “The coaches
emphasize that…this was the meet
we’ve been training for.... A lot of it
was me thinking, ‘O.K., I need to get
points,’ but also, obviously I wanted
to do my best. That’s the part that
really felt good. My throwing could
have, honestly, been much better.
But the one thing that I love about
throws is that it kind of only takes
one.”
The upcoming meet for track
and field is the New England Open
hosted by Boston University, starting
Friday, Feb. 28.
Livious reflected on what will
most likely be her last indoor season.
“I won’t be here for ECACs
[Eastern
College
Athletic
Conference, which is the week after the Open New England Meet],
so I definitely have one more meet
indoors,” Livious said. “Because it’s
my senior year, and it’s most likely
my last indoor meet ever, I’m hoping
to just give it all I’ve got, not holding back and seeing how that goes. I
think I’m one of the only people go-

ing [this weekend], for the women anyways. So hopefully I can
garner some points for my team
as a representative. And if anybody comes along, we can garner
some points together.”
As captain, Livious thought
back on her 2013-2014 season
and her team with fondness.
“[Being captain has been]
a lot more lax than I thought
it [would be],” Livious said.
“Because of how cool my teammates are, it’s a lot better and
they make it a lot easier on me.
It’s a lot having to do with balancing that and being friends
and also being the captain. Like
putting on [events], making sure
we all bond as a team.… I think
that’s one of my main things as a
captain. I just want to make sure
everything’s alright. Because we
have amazing talent this year, we
have amazing talent. So I want to
make sure that nothing else gets
in the way of that.”
Although her indoor season
will be ending after next weekend, Livious continues to look
ahead with enthusiasm.
“I definitely feel that we are
taking a lot of things very seriously, as far as our training,” Livious
said. “The communication with
the coaches [has been important,]
making sure that we’re always at
practice…. Our main, main goal
is NESCACs [at the end of the
outdoor season]. That’s our main
thing. So we want to make sure
that we keep that consistently going, even through spring break
into outdoor season.”

Women’s Squash Finishes
Strong at Nationals
By Felipe DaCosta
Assistant Sports Editor

To wrap up the season, the women’s squash team took its talents to
Princeton, N.J. this past weekend to
participate in the “C” Division for the
hallowed Howe Cup. Scheduled to face
foes they had previously battled in the
early goings of the season, the Cards
were well aware that this weekend was
about more than just battling for trophies. Contests against squads from
Bowdoin, Colby, and Mount Holyoke
would be measures of how much the
Birds have improved over the season.
After being ousted from championship play in the first round, the
Cardinals rebounded to snatch their
next two consolation matches, ending
the weekend and their season of team
play on a more positive note. The women’s squash team finished off the year
ranked 21st nationally with an 11-12
record.
In the opening round of play,
the Cardinals met up with a familiar
Bowdoin side that had previously taken
two contests from the Cardinals in the
regular season. Although the Cards
came up short, their 5-4 loss to the Polar
Bears told a remarkably different story
than the previous blowout losses.
Championship
competition
brought the fire out of several Cardinals,
who reversed their previous results
against Bowdoin at the NESCAC
Championships. After suffering losses,
Captains Mary Foster ’14 and Nell
Schwed ’14, along with Miranda Linsky
’14, proved themselves as determined

veterans fighting for their one last shot
at glory by providing victories in this
competitive match.
“We knew our first match would
be a tough one, since we were playing
the team ranked one spot ahead of us,”
Foster wrote in an email to The Argus.
“Bowdoin has always been a difficult
team to face, having lost to them 8-1 and
7-2 earlier in the season. Although we
ended up losing 5-4 this time around, it
was a much closer match and everyone
on our team fought incredibly hard.”
Foster was able to string together
a pair of victories at the top spot for
the Birds on her way to claiming her
fourth consecutive All-NESCAC bid.
As Wesleyan’s top squasher, Foster compiled an 11-10 match record against
the best players opponents had to offer.
Receiving accolades alongside her fellow
captain, Lauren Nelson ’15 was named
to the All-NESCAC Second Team for
the first time in her collegiate career.
From the second spot on the ladder,
Nelson supplied her squad with an 1111 individual record.
Foster, however, was quick to direct
the praise toward her teammate and fellow captain, Schwed.
“I am incredibly proud of one of
our senior captains Nell Schwed,” Foster
wrote. “She won all three matches this
weekend, including a grueling fivegamer against the Bowdoin opponent
that had beaten her earlier in the season.
She played with a maturity that can only
be gained from experience, and she was
able to end her college career in the best
way possible.”
The Cardinals squared up with

Colby in their Saturday matchup,
and for the third time this season
there was little doubt as to which
was the better squad: the Cardinals
racked up a shutout 9-0 victory. After
beating Colby 6-3 and 7-2 previously, the Birds continued to broadcast their improvement throughout
the season on the scoreboard. Seven
Cardinals completely blanked their
Colby counterparts, sparing only
two set victories from the Mules
throughout the entire ladder.
On Sunday, the Cardinals were
met by another familiar foe in the
form of Mount Holyoke College.
With the season series tied at one
victory apiece, the Cardinals took
the rubber match in commanding
fashion with a 6-3 final score.
Holding it down for the Cards
from the bottom of the ladder,
Bridget Doherty ’16 registered her
third victory in as many matches
over the weekend. Even more impressively, Doherty managed to last
the weekend without even dropping
a set. Additionally, Schwed was victorious on each day of the tournament.
With their finish at their last
team tournament, the Cardinals
have indicated that, even through
hardship, they are a team that is constantly challenging itself to improve.
Against a stacked field of competitors, the Birds even displayed tremendous improvement from Friday
to Sunday, leaving their fans anxious
to see how many more great strides
they can make next winter.

Trinity Sweeps
Men’s Hockey

SHANNON WELCH/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Despite scoring five goals in a single game against Trinity, the men’s
hockey team still lost twice to the Bantams.

By Gili Lipman
Assistant Sports Editor

The Cardinals lost a pair of tough
games to Trinity this weekend, but that’s
in the past. What matters now is a shot
at redemption: the two teams are headed toward a postseason matchup next
weekend.
“We have to play our game and
be disciplined,” said Head Coach Chris
Potter. “The one thing I noticed from
the weekend—and [Trinity] was the
best team all year at doing it—was that
they make you back-check and play
smart off the puck. You cannot chase
the puck and you cannot puck-watch.
And the last thing is [that] pucks to the
net must be followed by players with
purpose.”
Mistakes from this past weekend
must be corrected if the team wants to
avenge last year’s disappointing 5-4 season-ending loss to the Bantams in the
first round of the playoffs.
“I think we need to find a balance
between the two games we played this
past weekend,” said Dawson Sprigings
’17. “One game was obviously a lower
scoring event while the other featured
some high-octane offense. If we can find
the proper balance between those two
styles, which I definitely believe is within our ability as a group, I think we will
find success in Hartford next weekend.”
The team started off the weekend
in Hartford with a 2-0 defeat on Friday,
Feb. 21. The contest was tight throughout as the Bantams scored first at the
beginning of the third period and then
added an empty-net goal in the closing
seconds of the game.
“I liked the way we played,” Potter
said. “We got out of the gate slow on
Friday, but I thought our pace was better
in the second period and into the third.
We had some great chances. I thought
both goalies played well. We did not go
to the net on Friday with purpose and
shot high all game, and that made it an
easy night for their goalie.”
Tallying 46 saves on 47 shots fired
for a .979 save percentage, Sprigings had
one of his best games of the season that
night.
“I felt good all week in practice,
so I was comfortable heading into the
game on Friday,” Sprigings said. “We
had prepared as a team, going over video
and studying what tactics Trinity likes
to use. Any time you can get extra information regarding your opposition will
only stand to help you in the future.”
Sprigings was quick to give credit
to the defensive core for aiding him
throughout the evening.
“My teammates did a good job
of letting me get a clean look at most
of the shots, which is always great,” he
said. “At the end of the day it’s still a
team sport, so no matter what an individual accomplishes, there is always
some aspect of that, which speaks to the

achievements of the team.”
The day after was a different story with the same outcome, as Trinity
pounded Wesleyan 8-5. Sprigings got
the day off for Cardinals in the loss
when Nolan Daley ’16 returned to the
ice from injury. In the losing effort,
Jay Matthews ’16 added two goals and
Keith Buehler ’14 had a nice outing
with three points.
“It is obviously disappointing
whenever you can’t play,” Sprigings said,
“Every player wants to be able to help
and directly contribute to the team’s
success.”
Sprigings is expected to return to
action for the playoffs.
“I am pretty confident it will be
Dawson starting in net, but we will discuss it this week with the captains and
staff and make a final decision later in
the week,” Potter said.
The official decision will be made
at the end of the week; the lineup is usually revealed to the players the day prior
to the game.
“Coach Potter typically announces
the lineup the day before the game, so
I don’t believe I will know anything for
certain until then,” Sprigings said. “It
potentially could lend us an advantage,
though I am not sure how Trinity will
go about preparing to face us either way.
No matter who starts in net, it will be
a hard-fought game between two strong
teams. Hopefully we come out on top.”
If the Cardinals have any hope of
knocking off the number one seed next
weekend, they are going to have to limit
their penalties. In two games against
Trinity, Wesleyan was penalized nine
times, on which the Bantams scored
four goals.
“We will have to stay out of the
box on Saturday,” Potter said. “Their
power play is good and they shoot from
everywhere. I thought some of the calls
were questionable calls, but we have to
be better.”
From an emotional standpoint,
the team should have no trouble getting
motivated for its matchup with Trinity.
“We are excited,” Sprigings said.
“Obviously, Trinity is our geographic
rival, and I don’t think anyone neglects the fact that they came back and
knocked us out of the playoffs last year.”
This is a game that has been
marked on the calendar of every player
on the Wesleyan roster. Although no
one can predict the outcome, it is apparent that the Cardinals will leave it all
out on the ice next Saturday, Mar. 1.
“We have been playing well and
we have been playing playoff hockey for
four weeks with must-wins on the road
and at home,” Potter said. “We are in,
and with that is a new season for everyone. We are excited for the opportunity
and we know how hard it is to stamp
your ticket. Our guys feel they can win
every game, and this one is no different.”
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Ten minutes into the third period, the Cardinals found themselves
still down 2-1.
That changed at the 11:32 mark
of the third period, when Jordan
Schildhaus ’15 netted a powerplay goal
to even up the score. The goal came
on an assist from Jess Brennan ’17, her
second of the game and 12th of the
year.
However, the Bantams weren’t
finished yet. They bounced back immediately, scoring again just a minute
later, giving them a 3-2 lead with just
7:30 left to play. It looked as though
the Cardinals would be dropping the
game, allowing Trinity to leapfrog
them in the standings.
It stayed that way deep into the final minute. Wesleyan’s goalie, Corinne
Rivard ’16, was pulled in favor of a
sixth skater in a desperate attempt for
an equalizer. The Bantams’ defense
held tough against the extra attacker,
fending off the Wesleyan offense until
the very final seconds. With 15 ticks
left in regulation, Schildhaus netted
her second game-tying goal of the
contest, knotting the score at 3-3 and
sending the game into overtime.
The extra period was uneventful,
as both sides failed to score and the
game ended in a draw. Still, the tie held
special significance for the Cardinals: it
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Wesleyan experienced a complete defensive breakdown.
Laura Corcoran ’16 had an uncharacteristically tough day in goal.
Having once led the conference in save
percentage, she allowed all four goals
while recording just 16 saves. After the
fourth goal, Corcoran was pulled in
favor of Rivard, who shut Trinity out
for the remainder of the game.
The Cardinals were determined
to stay in the game, and the strong
play of Rivard in relief gave them a fair
shot. Finally, Fones scored her second
goal of the game at the 5:08 mark of
the third period, evening the score at
4-4. There would be no more scoring
through regulation, or during the ensuing overtime, and the game ended in
a tie once again.
This time, Bowdoin was able
to take advantage of the tie, beating Amherst 1-0 to jump over both
Wesleyan and Trinity, snatching the
fourth seed for the Polar Bears.
Despite missing out on hosting
privileges in the opening round of the
playoffs, Wesleyan’s final NESCAC record of 5-6-5 was enough to earn them
the fifth seed, the highest in team history. After the many achievements of
the regular season, the Cardinals are
hopeful for a strong postseason run.
Wesleyan will start the playoffs with
a first-round match at Bowdoin on
Saturday, Mar. 1.

SADICHCHHA ADHIKARI/STAFF PHOTOGRAOHER

In her first season of college hockey, Abigail Rutt ’17 will join the
Cardinals for the team’s first playoffs in 10 years.

Tufts Ousts Women’s B-Ball from Playoffs
By Toby Rosen

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Wesleyan
Tufts

ended a 13-game losing streak against
the Bantams.
Brennan’s two assists moved her
up to 21 total points on the season,
which ties the highest figure recorded
by a Cardinal since the 2004-05 season.
But the weekend dramatics were
not over yet. The Cardinals had one
more game against the Bantams before
ending their season, and this one was
of particular intrigue. Given the tie in
game one of the weekend along with
Bowdoin’s loss to Amherst on the same
day, if either team could emerge with a
victory in the second Wesleyan-Trinity
matchup, they would earn the fourth
seed and the right to a first-round playoff game at home.
Wesleyan opened the game at a
furious pace, propelled by desire for
the tantalizing home playoff game.
The Cardinals scored three goals before 15 minutes had elapsed. This
incredible scoring run was largely fed
by the play of Ellery Sarosi ’17, who
scored the game’s first goal at the 1:57
mark, and then assisted Lilah Fones
’15 and Hartmann-Matson for the
next two.
However, the Bantams would
not go quietly. Trinity rallied back and
then some, scoring four straight goals
and taking a 4-3 lead by the 15:27
mark of the second period. After what
seemed the strongest of possible starts,

The women’s basketball season came to a close this Saturday,
Feb. 22 in Medford, Mass., with the
eighth-seeded Cardinals (12-12, 3-7
NESCAC) losing big, 74-46, to topseeded Tufts (24-1, 10-0 NESCAC)
in the opening round of the conference tournament. The 28-point loss
was the most lopsided of the season
for the Cardinals, who finished on a
six-game losing streak.
Wesleyan played the Jumbos
extremely close for the first 10 minutes of the first half, taking its first
and only lead of the game 5-4 at the
15:16 mark on a three-pointer by
Jackie Browne ’16. At the midpoint
of the first half, the Cardinals were
still hanging tough, trailing only 127. But the talented Tufts players took
over, going on an 18-10 run to finish
the first period. The Jumbos held a
30-17 lead at halftime.
The Cardinals started the second half strong, scoring on their

opening possession on a short jumper
in the paint by Captain Jenna Klaes
’14 to bring the deficit to 11. However,
Wesleyan would not get any closer for the
rest of the contest. Tufts showed why it
is the sixth-ranked team in Division III,
going on a 25-11 run to stretch its lead to
55-30 halfway through the second period, highlighted by a 10-0 run that started
at the 15:10 mark and ended at the 13:02
mark on a layup by Captain KellyAnn
Rooney ’14.
There were still 10 minutes remaining in the game, but for all intents and
purposes, this one was over. The 25-point
mountain was too tall to climb for the
Cards, and Tufts controlled the tempo for
the rest of the game.
Despite the loss, Head Coach Kate
Mullen was proud of her team’s effort.
“I thought the team competed as
hard as any game we’ve played in this
season and certainly didn’t back down,”
Mullen wrote in an email to The Argus.
The 74 points scored by Tufts
were the second-most points allowed
by Wesleyan this season. The Cardinals
struggled with the dimes and on the

boards, setting their season lows for assists (2) and tying their season low in
rebounds (22). Klaes paced Wesleyan’s
offense, netting 12 points.
Klaes reflected on the Cardinals’
2013-14 season.
“I am most proud of my team’s ability to become more of a cohesive unit as
the season progressed,” Klaes wrote in an
email to The Argus. “Of my four years
here, this team has had the best chemistry
on and off the court. I think the team has
great potential to continue to build and
be successful specifically next year with all
of the talent and chemistry we have finished this current season with. I look forward to keeping my eyes on their achievements next season and giving them all of
my support.”
For Klaes and two other senior captains, Amber Wessells and Rooney, it was
their final game as Wesleyan Cardinals.
“I will most miss the program itself
and all of the people involved, like my
fellow teammates and the entire coaching staff,” Klaes wrote. “I can’t believe I
won’t be spending every day and many
hours with these people again playing
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basketball.”
The Cardinals will now look forward to the 2014-15 season. With 4 rising seniors and 11 returning letter winners, Wesleyan figures to have a more
experienced, veteran squad next year.
“Moving forward, we’ll look for
our returnees to continue to improve
their individual skills and to get stronger,” Mullen wrote. “As a team, though
we’re taking enough shots, the number of
points scored and our field-goal percentage to get those points needs to increase.”
Jess Cherenza ’15, who averaged
the third-most minutes played on the
team (28.5) and the most rebounds per
game (5.9), will be one of the keys to the
Cardinals’ success next season.
“It’s always a challenge to lose key
teammates as they graduate, but I look
forward to carrying on their legacy of
success,” Cherenza wrote in an email to
The Argus. “Next season we’ll need to
concentrate on offensive execution and
maintaining focus in close games. I believe that if we learn from our mistakes
this past season we’ll only progress and
become more successful as a team.”
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